Older-aged C57BL/6 mice fed a diet high in saturated fat and sucrose for ten months show decreased resilience to aging
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Abstract

The ability to respond to physical stress that disrupts normal physiological homeostasis at an older age embraces the concept of resilience to aging. A physical stressor could be used to induce physiological responses that are age-related, since resilience declines with increasing age. Increased fat and sugar intake is a nutritional stress with a high prevalence of obesity in older people. In order to determine the effect of this type of diet on resilience to aging, 18-month-old C57BL/6J male mice were fed a diet high in saturated fat (lard) and sucrose (HFS) for ten months. At the end of the 10-month study, mice fed the HFS diet showed increased cognitive impairment, decreased cardiac function, decreased strength and agility, and increased severity of renal pathology compared to mice fed a rodent chow diet low in saturated fat and sucrose (LFS). The degree of response aligned with decreased resilience to the long-term adverse effects of the diet with characteristics of accelerated aging. This observation suggests additional studies could be conducted to investigate the relationship between an accelerated decline in resilience to aging and enhanced resilience to aging under different dietary conditions.
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Introduction

A decline in functionality with increasing age can be seen in changes in physical abilities [1], cognitive abilities [2], and overall morphological structures [3]. Basically, the ability to maintain normal function becomes impaired. However, not all people age at the same rate making some individuals more resilient to age-related changes compared to others [4]. The concept of physical resilience to aging builds on the heterogeneous response pattern to physical stress that disrupts normal physiological homeostasis and the rate of return to normal [5]. Therefore, a physical stressor could be used to induce physiological responses that are age-related for resilience measurement [6]. Resilience to aging could then be predicted by analyzing responses to a physical stressor that disrupts physiological functions correlated with the robustness of the response with aging endpoints. One example of a physical stressor is nutritional stress. The prevalence of obesity in older people has dramatically increased in recent years. In the United States, more than 37 percent of men and women aged 60 years and over are obese, which puts the elderly at a much higher risk for developing disability and loss of function [7]. The potential of using a diet high in saturated fat and sucrose to predict resilience to aging can be studied in mice using behavioral and performance tests to measure phenotypic traits of aging. It is well established that C57BL/6J mice are sensitive to diets high in fat and sugar [8]. Changes can occur relatively quickly, but less is known about what happens in old C57BL/6 mice fed a high-fat diet over an extended period of time.

In this study, we show that older-aged (18 months) C57BL/6J male mice fed a diet high in saturated fat (lard)
and table sugar (sucrose) for ten months have early divergent changes in body weight and body fat mass and later changes reflected in impaired cognition, cardiac dysfunction, decreased strength and agility, and increased severity of kidney pathology.

**Methods**

**Animals**

C57BL/6J male mice were obtained from the United States National Institute on Aging aged rodent colony (contracted from Charles River, Inc.) at 18 months of age. Mice were housed 3 to 5 per cage in a specific pathogen-free facility at the University of Washington under a 12-hour light and 12-hour dark cycle with room temperature of 25 ± 4℃ and reverse osmosis water in an automated watering system. Mice were acclimated for two weeks and then randomly assigned to a high-fat and high sucrose (HFS) diet (N = 19) or a low-fat and low sucrose (LFS) rodent chow diet (N = 19).

**Diet**

The HFS diet (Bioserv, 3282, paste, gamma irradiated) has been described [9]. Briefly, it consisted of lard, sucrose, casein, maltodextrin, vitamins and minerals with 36 percent fat, 36 percent carbohydrate, and 20 percent protein. The level of kilocalories per gram of food was 5.54. The LFS diet (Picolab Rodent Diet 20, 5053) consisted of corn, soybean, wheat, fish meal, and vitamin-mineral mixture. The LFS diet contained 20% protein, 10.6% fat, 4.7% curd fiber, 52.9% nitrogen-free extract, and 10.3% mineral mass. The level of kilocalories per gram of food was 3.07. The diets were given ad lib and replaced weekly in each food holder over 10 months. Food consumption was calculated in the first week of each month by weighing the food placed in each food holder, and three days later weighing the remaining amount, including any fines in the bedding.

**Physiological measurements**

Body weight was measured weekly. Body fat mass and lean muscle mass were measured monthly by quantitative magnetic resonance imaging (QMR) (EchoMRI) with readouts in grams minus water content.

**Functional performance tests**

![Graphs showing physiological changes](http://www.antpublisher.com/index.php/APT/index)
A spatial navigation learning task (box maze) was used to assess learning impairment [10]. Mice were placed in a square box with seven blocked exits and one escape hole leading to a dark non-stressful cage. On each trial, mice were allowed to explore the cage for 120 seconds. Mice were tested continuously for four trials in one day and their escape times were recorded.

Cardiac function was assessed by echocardiography. Echocardiography is a non-invasive procedure that allows the assessment of systolic and diastolic function in mice. A Seimens Acuson CV-70 system with standard imaging planes was used to measure myocardial performance index (MPI) and diastolic function (Ea/Aa ratio) as described [9].

Rotarod performance is a measure of balance and coordination, and was assessed as the ability of mice to maintain balance on a rotating rod using a Rotamex 4/8 (Columbus Instruments, Inc.) with an accelerating rod protocol as described [11]. Up to four mice were placed on the rod within their individual lanes in the rotarod enclosure. The software recorded photobeam breaks as the animal’s continuous participation in the task. Once an animal fell off the rotarod, there were no longer any beam breaks, and the final time was recorded. Three successive runs were performed.

Grip strength, which is one of the measures used to assess frailty in older people, was determined using a Grip Strength Meter (Columbus Instruments, Inc.) by measuring the amount of force the mouse can apply in grasping a specially designed pull bar assembly [11].

Geropathology

Tissues were collected in 10% buffered formalin, processed for H&E staining, and slides were blindly read by a pathologist (W. Ladiges). The histological lesions were graded based on the Geropathology Grading Platform [12, 13]. Tissues including heart, lung, liver, kidney, and pancreas were graded.

Statistical analysis

Significance analysis was done by one- and two-way ANOVA. Mean values ± standard error of the mean (SEM) were presented in the figures. Statistical significance was established as \( P < 0.05 \).

Results and discussion

Mice consuming a diet high in fat and sucrose had biphasic changes in body weight and fat mass.

Figure 2. Cardiac function, physical performance, and cognition were impaired in mice fed a diet high in fat and sucrose (HFS). (A) Cardiac Ea/Aa decreased over time in mice fed the HFS diet compared to mice fed the low-fat and low-sucrose (LFS) diet. (B) There was no difference in MPI between the diet groups. (C) Mice fed the HFS diet were not able to stay on the rotarod as long as mice fed the LFS diet, (D) had decreased strength (standardized to body weight), and (E) required more time to find the escape hole in the box maze. \( *P < 0.05 \), \( N = 12-19 \) per group.
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The body weight of mice fed the high-fat and high-sucrose diet increased rapidly in the first three months (Figure 1A). On average, these mice had a body weight increase of 36% by the third month. After 10 months on the diet, when mice were 28 months of age, body weight had dropped to 38.3 ± 2.8 g with no significant difference from the starting baseline value of 35.3 ± 0.5 g. The body weight of mice fed the low-fat and low-sucrose (rodent chow) diet was relatively stable and dropped from 34.1 ± 0.8 g to 31.7 ± 0.8 g after 10 months. The amount of food consumed by the high-fat diet group decreased significantly after the first month (Figure 1D) to match the caloric intake of the low-fat diet group (Figure 1E). Body fat mass of mice on the high-fat diet increased from 4 gm to 17.6 gm in the first two months and then gradually decreased to 7.8 gm at 10 months (Figure 1B). Lean muscle mass trended upwards over the first 7 months in mice on the high-fat diet (Figure 1C). The body fat and lean muscle mass of mice on the low-fat diet were relatively stable through the 10-month period, but significant decreases were found between baseline and the 10-month endpoint for both parameters. Despite the change in body weight, fat mass, and lean muscle mass, the blood glucose was not affected by the high-fat diet (Figure 1F). However, both high-fat and low-fat diet groups had a significant decrease in blood glucose over the 10-month feeding period. There was no difference in amount of food ingested or caloric intake between the two groups, so any adverse effects can be attributed to dietary factors and not total calories consumed.

A decrease in cardiac function, physical performance, and cognition occurred in mice fed a diet high in fat and sucrose.

Heart function was measured by echocardiography. Early to late ventricular filling velocities ratio (Ea/Aa) and myocardial performance index (MPI) were recorded at 0, 5, and 10 months (baseline, midpoint, and endpoint). Ea/Aa decreased significantly in mice fed the diet high in fat and sucrose (HFS) at both five months and 10 months compared to mice fed the LFS diet (Figure 2A). MPI values were not significantly different between the two diet groups (Figure 2B). The Ea/Aa ratio represents peak velocity flow of blood during relaxation of the left ventricle (E) compared to the peak velocity blood flow during contraction of the atra (A). Since the left ventricle pumps blood into the general circulatory system, a decrease in the Ea/Aa ratio suggests the left ventricle in mice fed the HFS diet was unable to maintain adequate blood flow consistent with good health, and resulted in a decrease in resilience to aging. The poor cardiac performance is of interest because it is well accepted that people ingesting diets high in fat and sugar are at increased risk for heart disease [14].

Mice were also assessed for physical performance in the rotarod and grip strength tests, and for cognitive behavior using a spatial navigation learning task (box maze) after 10 months on the diets. Significant differences were found between mice fed the HFS and LFS diets in all tests. Mice fed the HFS diet failed to maintain balance on the rotarod and their duration was 67% of the LFS group (Figure 2C). The mice in the HFS group had a 76% decrease in grip strength compared to the LFS group (Figure 2D). The learning behavior was measured by box maze escape times. Mice fed the HFS diet spent longer time in the maze than mice fed the LFS diet (Figure 2E). These assessments are routinely used to measure the degree of physical aging in mice, so increased impairment suggests accelerated aging in older mice.

Increased intake of fat and sugar is associated with cogni-
tive impairment in older individuals [15]. Recent reports in mice fed long-term diets high in fat and sugar show similar findings of cognitive decline [16-18]. However, these studies used young mice or adult mice, while our study used old mice starting at 18 months of age and continuing for ten months when the mice were 28 months of age, which is equivalent to a person in the 80–90 year age range.

Mice fed a diet high in fat and sucrose had increased severity of kidney pathology but no difference in survival compared to mice fed a diet low in fat and sucrose.

The high-fat and sucrose (HFS) diet group had increased severity of age-related lesions in the kidney and a trend in the heart, but showed no effect in severity of age-related lesions in the liver, lung, or pancreas compared to the low-fat and sucrose (LFS) diet group (Figure 3A). Histology showed increased severity in specific lesions in the kidney, including nephropathy, lymphoid aggregates, infarcts, and amyloidosis. Despite the significant severity of renal pathology, the HFS and LFS diet groups had similar survival after the 10-month feeding trial when surviving mice were 28 months of age (Figure 3B). It is known that high-fat diets induce kidney disease in mice [19]. Our study confirms this observation and suggests that high-fat diet-induced nephropathy is a major disease complication in C57BL/6 mice at old age.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the observations suggest that a long-term (10 months) diet consisting of high levels of saturated fat and sucrose is detrimental to cardiac function, cognition, strength, and motor coordination, and increases the severity of age-related kidney lesions in C57BL/6J male mice starting at 18 months of age. This type of dietary stress in old-aged C57BL/6J mice will be useful to study physical resilience to aging and age-related diseases with relevance to clinical studies. Of particular interest will be the study of old-aged female C57BL/6J mice to determine differences and similarities attributed to sex.
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